
PEGS AND JOKERS 
THE GAME THAT IS PACKED WITH SURPRISES,  
ENCOURAGES STRATEGIES, AND TEAM PLAY 

THE GAME OBJECTIVE


❖  To get all of a player's pegs from their Home into their Castle. 


Overview


❖ Players may be playing as individuals or teams. Six players may form two teams of three players or three teams of 
two players. Team players must not be sitting next to each other. 


❖ The playing board comprises three kinds of areas: Homes (one for each player; the initial position for all pegs), 
Castles (one for each player; the terminal position for pegs) and the Track encompassing the board. 


❖ Play consists of using cards to determine how to move pegs: to move a peg out of your Home (“come out”), in 
either direction on or across the Track, and into your Castle. Pegs on the Track will be moved by team mates or 
opponents when their peg is landed on. However, pegs located in Homes and Castles cannot be landed on other's 
pegs. 


❖ The team which gets all pegs into their Castles first is the WINNER!


THE TOOLS NEEDED


❖ A Pegs & Jokers board with five pegs for each player. A player's pegs are all of one color and different from the 
color of other player's pegs.


❖ One deck of cards with Jokers for every two people playing. Adding extra jokers is optional. It increases fun and 
frustration.


CARD VALUES AND MOVEMENT


❖ Ace: Forward one space -or- one peg to first space out of Home.


❖ K, Q, J: Forward 13, 12, 11 spaces respectively -or- one peg to first space out of Home.


❖ 10, 6, 5, 4, 3: Move forward the the number of spaces equal to the value of the card.

 

❖ 9: Forward nine spaces -or- split between two of your pegs to total nine (must move backward first).


❖ 8: Backward eight spaces.


❖ 7: Forward seven spaces -or- split between two two pegs to total seven, both forward. If first split move fills your 
Castle, the second split can be used to move a peg of another team mate.




❖ 2: Forward two spaces -or- exchange positions with team mate's or opponent's in-play peg.


❖ Joker: Move any one of your pegs from Home -or- in play (on the Track), to any space in play occupied by a peg 
that is not one of yours. 


❖ If your peg lands on your team mate's peg, that peg is placed in the space at the entrance of their Castle. If your 
peg lands on an opponent's peg, opponent's peg is placed their Home.


THE PLAY

1) Each player places five pegs into their Home.


2) Players are dealt six cards.


3) Remaining cards are placed in the center of the play area to form one or more draw piles.


4) Play proceeds clockwise with the first turn to the left of the dealer.


5) At each turn you must first discard the card used (into the discard pile) and move a peg according to the value of 
that card.


6) Then draw one card. This way, you can be planning his strategy for the next move while waiting for the others to 
play.


7) If you do not have a card to come out with, you must place a card face-up in front of you for the purpose of 
counting turns. Then draw a card to end your turn. If you can not come out after two turns, on your third turn you 
discard and come out, and place the counting cars into the discard pile.


8) If it is possible to play, even to your disadvantage, YOU MUST PLAY! You cannot “pass” on your turn.


9) Your peg may not jump over or land on peg of your own.


10) If your peg lands on an opponent's peg, the peg is sent to that opponent's Home.


11) If your peg lands on your team mate's peg, the peg is sent to the spot at the entrance to his Castle.


12) With a Joker, you may move any one of your pegs including a peg in your Home onto a spot occupied by another 
player's peg on the Track.


13) When all of your pegs are in your Castle, you play for a team mate exactly as if you are that player, i.e. all the 
rules that apply to that player apply to you in moving for that player.


14) You must have the exact card value to fill a Castle to WIN! If not, you must pass by the Castle entrance.


15) Discards are shuffled and placed at underneath the draw pile when that pile becomes depleted.


16) HAVE FUN!


